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                Texan Fare with Urban Flair

                Austin’s Take on American Favorites

                Urban, an American grill, combines the perfect blend of sophistication and style with an atmosphere rooted in Southern hospitality. Savor culinary offerings that mirror Austin’s vibrant personality with traditional fare incorporating local flavors and ingredients. 
            
        
		                        

    


    
        
              


        

    

    
        
             Dishes to Delight & Discover

            From breakfast to dinner, enjoy an Austin spin on classic American fare, small plates to share and inventive cocktails. Join us for an all-day dining menu served for lunch and dinner.
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                Daily Happy Hour

                Our daily dose of Texas sunshine to keep you going strong. 



	Mon – Fri | 4:30PM – 6:30PM
	House Spirits: $8.00
	Domestic Beers: $4.50 
	Draft Beers: $5.50
	House Reds & Whites: $8.00

            


                        
            
                  


                Wine Down Wednesdays

                Wednesdays can feel like the weekend with our Wine Down Wednesdays. Bring your friends and enjoy 20% off wine bottles.
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					Thank you for your interest.
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            Privacy Policy agreement
            
                  I have read and agree to the Privacy Policy.
            

            
                 Yes, I would like to receive emails with exclusive specials and offers.
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						Breakfast:
Monday - Friday: 6:30 am - 10:30 am

Saturday - Sunday: 6:30 am - 11:30 am

 
All-Day Dining
Monday - Friday: 11:00 am - 10:00 pm

Saturday - Sunday: 12:00 pm - 10:00 pm
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